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rena*sble s that to which I he ailudod., and that this is just another sb.
htethip end bac zoznd ou11& be su.ffictent to dispel ni such t*ar. A am-

ber et Phi Data lappe, Master of Arts ee from Prinentom Untvsreit7 ia Ancient
1iiages, Ph.D. in Oriental Studies from the, University of Pennsylvania, now
President and Proferor of Old Testament in PSith Theological Seminary - such
a history as this is not found. on the tt of a crank, or a more theorist. Pui-,
thereore, the actualities of my claim ebould. be fairy easy to prove. I enclose
herewith the Preamble of the Constitution of the United States written in aceoM

e with the method which I have invented. I enclose also a list of the inmb*r
of occurrences of each letter, both in the plain message and in the cipher, Am*
the making of ouch a list would be the first stet, taken by any cryptographer in
attempting to decipher it. If you will place this letter before the beat experts
known to yeu I an sure they will soon discover that there is no relationship be..
Wean the two lists which is explicable to then on y known system or any which
they can discover. If it would be possible at all to decipher a message whose
meaning was not known to the decipherer, certainly it should be easy for an expert
in this field to work out the system with the meaning already given, as in this
instance. The impossibility of doing so can be easily ascertained.. The expert
w tell you. that the sentence which I have given is simply'a lot of *gibberish*
with no relation to the Preamble. this conclusion, however, can be readily die."
proved. it will be necessary first for me to reveal the method to someone in
when I have confidence. Then this person can be put in one room and I in another.
Mach of us can be given a message. mach of us can quickly put this measago into
code according to my system, the message can be taken by one of your escntattve*
from each of us to the other, and the ether can quickly decipher it. Thus we can
readily demonstrate the fact that it is a system which is easy to use, which leaks
complications or other difficulties, and jet which is tmpostble for a third part
to work out.




?o any nation at war, the possession of this method of
coinunieation would be worth more than several battleships. Tat I en willing to
sell it to the Government of my own country for a mere fraction of the cost of
one capital ship. I know that many times this amount would readily be given by
almost any one of the warring nations to obtain suh an instrument. however, I
naturally prefer to offer my discovery first to my own country. I an a busy man,
and de not have time to make several tripe to Washington or to spend hours going
from one office to another in order to try to get attention for that which I
patriotically offering to my country.

Kw.tng of your great part in furthering the interests
*t this uattn, I have ventured to write you in the hope that you may be twzpUa6.
to use your influence in the direction of a complete investigation end consequent
purchase of this invention, in order that the defense of our country may than 1*
Immeasurably strengthened.




Tory respectfully juru,
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